reduced government involvement in the agricultural sector and rising inequality due to tax lift given to multinational corporate companies as the main reason behind the farmer suicides.
Media Perception of Farmers 'Suicides
The media are now a big business, with a concentration of ownership in corporate hands growing by the day. The fundamental feature of the media in our times is the growing disconnect between mass media on the one hand and compromised media on the other hand. So our reporting of rural matters and Agriculture issues is very poor and superficial. The management of the newspapers has not been able to create a cadre journalist who had both human empathy as well as professional competence for agricultural and rural reporting. Both the media houses and the journalists should have concern for farmers and the poor.
The media particularly the Telugu language press was reporting farmers" suicides in a much more systematic manner than before. Some Telugu papers listed the number of suicides in their district additions. Media observers pointed out that the coverage by the Telugu media much better when compared to earlier rounds of farmer deaths. In fact, observers noted that even the Telugu dailies published from state reported the deaths in a more systematic fashion than in the past. However, media critics also noted that there had been no attempts either by the English language press or the local media to collate and analyze the information at a broader level to highlight the issue at stake (Sridhar. 2006 ).
Farmers' Suicides in International Level
Farmers' suicides are a worldwide crisis of smallholder farming. Small family farms are getting wiped out across the planet and it has been happening for the last 20-30 years. It is just that this has been very intense in India in the last 15 years. Otherwise, the farm suicides have caused major concern in Korea, Nepal and Sri Lanka have high rates of farm suicides. In Africa, Burkina Faso, Mali etc., have had high rates of farmers' suicides as the cotton product gets wiped out by the US and EU subsidies. Incidentally, suicides rates among farmers in the United States, Midwest and other regions have also been extremely high from time to time. In fact, in the eighties, suicides rates amongst farmers in Oklahoma, for instance, were more than twice the National suicide rates from men in the United States and it is rare that suicides are higher than urban (Sainath P. 2009 ).
Review of Literature

Studies on Farmers' Suicide
The study conducted in Austria proved that the media guidelines have had an impact on the quality of reporting as well as on suicidal behaviour in Austria, and stress the importance of collaborating with nationwide but also with reasonable media to achieve efficacy. Media guidelines for reporting on suicides are a widely used means of preventing initiative suicides (Niederkrotenthalera, T. & Sonneck, G, 2007) . The continues exposer to a particular method of suicide leads to an increase in that kind of suicide rate. The suicide reports are increasing day by day. The study conducted in Austria revealed that there is considerable evidence of an association between method availability and method-specific suicide rate. There is also evidence that restriction of method availability is often associated with a reduction in the method of specific suicides rates. There is some evidence that restriction on method availability under certain conditions may reduce overall suicides rates (Cantor, C.H. & Baume, P.J.M. 1998).
Mc. Namara, Sanchez and Echavarria as cited by Shore (1980) found that content of mass media did not do good to peasants of Columbia, as it met more the need of the large farmers. Cordera found that newspapers in Costa Rica ignored information on agriculture although it was the main activity of the country. Solomon, as cited by Jeffers (1997), argued that media transit, not mere content, but content with shape and structure.
Quantitative research on farmers" suicides in India comprises, similar to studies on suicides in general, mostly methods such as the calculation of suicide rates or similar statistics (Mishra 2007 (Mishra , 2014 An econometric analysis of farmers" suicides in India is provided by Hebous and Klonner(2014) . Their study was motivated by their perception of farmers' suicides as an expression of personal misery. As a result, they focused on economic distress among farmers by empirically analyzing the relationship between risk, agricultural change and farmers' suicides. Their study concentrates on two Indian states, Maharashtra and Karnataka, over a period of seven years (1998 to 2004). Hebous and Klonner (2014) incorporated suicide statistics from police records, householdlevel data from the National Sample Survey (NSS) as well as meteorological parameters and land use statistics. The combination of all these data aimed at identifying the effects of economic shocks and changes in agricultural patterns as well as the parameters of farmers" suicides. She argues that the change in the input economy of agricultural production along with the loss of farmers" right to save the seed for next season has put the farmer into a spiralling debt cycle, which is causing them to commit suicide.
Significance of the Study
The topic of farmer suicide is significant on multi-levels: on the political, social, economic and public health levels. It is important to understand what aggravates the farmers' plight in order to decide on legitimate government policy that will reduce the frequency of suicides. It is the media's responsibility. In this research, we provide a comprehensive review of evidence on farmers' suicides. Taking into account information from published news items.
Methodology
Research Objectives
1. To study the differences in frequency and space devoted to the farmers" suicides to form of Presentation, level, placement of coverage. 2. To analyze the direction of treatment given by the sample dailies to farmers" suicides. 3. To compare this research study results to previous research reviews.
Research Area
Andhra Pradesh, state of India located in the South Eastern part of the subcontinent. It is bounded by the Indian states of Tamil Nadu to the South, Karnataka, to the South West and West, Telangana to the North West and North, and Odisha to the North East. The Eastern boundary is a 970 KM coastline along the Bay of Bengal. Telangana was a region with Andhra Pradesh for all most six decades, but in 2014 it was carved off to form a separate state. It is a primarily agricultural state. The state was divided into three regions i.e. Uttar Andhra contains Srikakulam, Vizianagaram and Visakhapatnam districts. Coastal Andhra it contains East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna, Guntur, Prakasam and Nellore districts. Rayalaseema contains Chittoor, Kadapa, Kurnool and Anantapur districts.
Research Method
Data for the study were gathered through a content analysis of four newspapers. Content analysis is defined as "a method of studying and analyzing communication in a systematic, objective and quantitative manner to measure variables" (Kerlinger, 1973, p.525) as coated in (Riffe, Lacy & Fico, 2008, p.24) . The data for the study were news items published by four newspapers; The Hindu, The New Indian Express, Eenadu and Andhrajyothi published in Andhra Pradesh.
Profiles of Selected Newspapers The Hindu
The Hindu started in 1878 as a weekly, become a daily in 1889 and from then on has been steadily growing to the circulation of 15,58,379 copies (ABC: July -December 2012) and readership of about 22.58 Lakhs. It is printed in 21 centers. The editor of the newspaper is Mukund Padmanabhan. It is published by Kasturi and sons.
The New Indian Express
The New Indian Express is the oldest English daily an undisputed credibility for the last 80 years. The New Indian Express from 25 centers in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Odisha. The company is owned and managed by Manoj Kumar Sonthalia. The editorial director of the group is Prabhu Chawla.
Eenadu
Eenadu is an Indian Telugu language daily newspaper which is the largest circulated Telugu newspaper. It is published from 23 centers. The chief editor of the paper is Ch. Ramoji Rao on January 25, 1989 . Eenadu introduced the district supplement known as "Mini edition".
Andhrajyothi
Andhrajyothi is a Telugu daily newspaper published in the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. KLN Prasad started the Andhrajyothi newspaper in 1960. Presently it is edited by K.Srinivas. Vemuri Radhakrishna is its managing director. It is published from 18 centers.
The prime consideration in the selection of these newspapers was the prominence as reflected in their circulation and their regional representation.
Sampling Procedure
The universe for this study comprises all the editions of the four selected dailies published during the calendar year January 1, 2015, to December 31, 2015. This study was based on the complete census during 12 months period-not a random sample. From a preliminary analysis, it was concluded that a small sample of issues would result in an unfair representation of farmer suicides related news coverage. Throughout the year, news of farmer suicides is distributed in various propositions. If a random sample were taken, the risk of missing important instances of farmer suicides coverage would be high. Therefore, hundreds of newspaper issues had been sampled. The leading English daily The Hindu and the leading regional language Telugu daily Eenadu were taken as a base daily newspaper (Madhu Babu.J, 2010). Two steps were adopted to select the editions (dates) to constitute the study. First step: The researcher identified 144 farmer suicides for the study period. Second step: The researchers examining the follow-up news.
Form of Presentation
The form of presentation for the study consisted of news, news stories, photos, cartoons, editorials, articles, columns, editorial cartoons and letters -to -the editor published in the four selected dailies.
Level of Coverage
All news items were analysed in terms of the level of coverage -regional and national. Regional: the news items that contained farmer suicides incidents or happenings are concerning all districts of Andhra Pradesh state.
National: news that happened around the country excluding Andhra Pradesh was also treated as National level.
Placement of Coverage
It refers to the location of different items on newspapers and measured under the following heads.
1. Front page, 2. Inside pages, 3. Editorial page.
Operational Definitions of Subject Categories
The news items were then exclusively put in 10 different subject categories that included.
1. Government: it was a news item that mention the Central and State Government statements and announcements regarding farmer suicides. 2. Political Parties: a news item criticizing by opposition parties on suicides. 3. Administration: a news item that mentioned the financial assistance by administrators. 4. Police: the maintenance of law and order for all citizens. 5. The agony of farmers' families: news mentioned the agony of farmers" family members and relatives. 6. Human Rights: a news item mentioned violating human rights. 7. Protests by farmer associations: news that mentioned protests by farmer associations 8. Banks: news that mentioned providing the loans to farmers. 9. Media: it was a story that mentions suicides of farmers initiate by media its own. 10. Others: issues that did not fall in any category.
Directional Analysis
The purpose of using the directional analysis is to find out how the newspapers have accorded treatment to farmer suicides related news items in their coverage of the themes. A three-point scale was adopted.
1. Favourable, 2. Un-favorable, 3. Neutral.
The method of the coefficient of imbalance was issued to establish the direction given to farmer suicides in the news items.
Procedure of Measurement
A form of presentation (Unit analysis) coded into various subject categories, were measured both in terms of their frequencies and space. When a photograph accompanied news items, the space of the photograph was also treated as part of the news item. News space was measured by column centimetres.
Statistical Techniques Used
For analyzing the data the following statistical measures have been used. Simple percentage, mean, standard deviation (SD), ANOVA (F test) and chi-square test of association.
Results and Discussion
News Coverage
The content of The Hindu, The New Indian Express, Eenadu and Andhrajyothi for the period of one year (January 1, 2015, to December 31, 2015) was analyzed for finding out the quantitative and total space covered by farmer suicides issues. When analyzing the total number of items and total space covered by farmer suicides issues it was found that Eenadu was leading as far as the number of items (243) and space covered 4686 col.cms., by farmer issues concerned. Whereas the coverage of Andhrajyothi was not so far, it has covered 222 items and 4584 col.cms of space to farmer suicides issues followed by the Hindu has covered 158 items and 3821 col.cms space and The New Indian Express 50 news items and space 1405 col.cms.(see table -1). Table -2 analyzes the form of presentation. A form of presentation is one of the key indicators of the significance attached to any item by the newspaper. It was measured under the following heads. The presentation in table -7 reveals that in case of Eenadu, majority of the items of farmer suicides issues were published in the form of "news" (123 items), followed by "photos" (94) less used form of presentation were "news stories" (14) , "cartoons" and "columns" were each four items. During the study period, it was found that Eenadu has published the highest number of photos (94) followed by Andhrajyothi (84), The Hindu (47) and The New Indian Express (13) . The two English newspapers have not given a single cartoon on farmer suicides issues. (16) were placed in front page followed Eenadu (12), Andhrajyothi (10) and The New Indian Express (1). In the inside pages, Eenadu published the highest number of news items (216) have compared to the other dailies. While Andhrajyothi (189) occupied the second place followed by the Hindu (135) and the New Indian Express (42).
Analysis of Forms of News
In the editorial page coverage, Andhrajyothi published the highest number of 23 items, followed by Eenadu 50 and the two English newspapers published every 7 items. 
Level of Coverage
It refers to reporting of farmer suicides at various levels. Coverage level was measured in the following manner. The data presented in table-4 reveals that items of farmer suicides issues showed different levels of coverage in four newspapers in case of Eenadu maximum coverage from regional (180 items), followed by Andhrajyothi (119 items ), The Hindu(63 items ) and the New Indian Express (17 items). In national coverage, Andhrajyothi ranked 1 st place with 103 items, followed by the Hindu (95 items), Eenadu (63 items) and the New Indian Express (33 items). Table -5 shows data about the coverage of news under 10 different subject categories. As can be seen, in the three newspapers the subject category "media" ranked 1 st in terms of frequency and coverage of space i.e. Andhrajyothi (163 items, 3435 col.cms) followed by Eenadu (141 items, 2846 col.cms). The subject category "Government" received the highest coverage in terms of frequency and space in the Hindu (46 items, 1177col.cms). The other three newspapers Eenadu, Andhrajyothi and the New Indian Express gave second place to the subject category "Government". The subject category "agony of farmers/ families" and "protest by farmers associations" received 13 items, 11 items respectively in The Hindu. The Telugu newspaper Eenadu reported only 16 items on "agony of farmers". As regards the allocation of space to the "agony of farmers/families" The Hindu dominated the other three newspapers giving space 222 col. cms. Coming to the "human rights" subject category Eenadu dominated the other three newspapers by giving 13 items to the subject. fr  sp  fr  sp  fr  sp  fr  sp  fr  sp  Governments  46  1177  8  213  32  778  29  532  115  2700  Political parties  35  650  11  292  29  466  15  293  90  1701  Administration  ----------Police  6  115  4  125  3  52  3  92  16  384  Farmers/ families  13  222  3  82  16  52  2  40  34  396  Human rights  6  188  4  208  13  322  1  24  24  742  Protest by farmers  11  369  2  72  7  152  8  168  28  761  Banks  --3  108  2  18  --5  126  Media  34  889  11  162  141  2846  163  3435  349  7332  Others  7  211  4  143  --1  -12  354  Total  158  3821  50  1405  243  4686  222  4584 673 14496
Analysis of Subject Categories
Geographical Analysis
The present study analyzed the news coverage, in relation to the geographical area, such as regional and national. The purpose of this analysis is to know the significance assigned by the sample dailies to these ten subject themes by region.
National
Table -6 reveals the trend of the news coverage, on regional issues in terms of frequency. As it can be seen from table-6 Anhdrajyothi topped by publishing 103 national news items, followed by The Hindu (95), Eenadu (63) and The New Indian Express (33). The Hindu gave top priority to the theme "Government" in the coverage of national news items, followed by "Political parties" (22) and "Media" (17) . The New Indian Express published 8 news items each the subject theme "Political parties" and "Media". Eenadu published 20 national news items to the subject theme "Media". The Andhrajyothi published 72 news items on national media stories on about farmer suicides. 
Regional
The Telugu newspaper Eenadu gave more priority to the subject category the "Government" in the regional coverage. The theme "political parties" received more space in Eenadu (17) followed by The Hindu (13) , Andhrajyothi (11) and The New Indian Express (3). The "Media" theme received the highest frequency (121) in the Eenadu, followed by Andhrajyothi (91), The Hindu (17) and The New Indian Express (3). The theme "farmers and families agony" received 7 items in The Hindu followed Eenadu (6), The New Indian Express (2) and Andhrajyothi (1).
Directional Analysis
In the present study, an attempt was made to assess the direction of treatment given to 10 subject categories. For this purpose, a three-point scale namely favourable, unfavourable and neutral was adopted to assess the direction of the treatment of the themes. As can be seen table -7 the four sample dailies published number of unfavourable news items i.e. Eenadu (143), The Hindu (110), Andhrajyothi (99) and The New Indian Express (36). The chi-square analysis showed that the coverage given to the different issues did not differ significantly ( 2 =45.350 df=11).
Between the two English dailies, The Hindu put more emphasis on the negative coverage of farmer suicides related news items ( -0.33488), throughout the study period, whereas on the two Telugu dailies Andhrajyothi gave critical treatment to the farmer suicides related news by emphasizing more on negative references (-0.06227).
Although, The New Indian Express covered less number of farmer suicides related news items, the coverage of the stories was with an emphasis on negative references (-0.4464). But Eenadu also is no exception to this and was critical in covering the news items (-0.25428). The f-ratio value is 0.81158. The p-value is 0.497859. The result is not significant at p < .05. Government  24  20  2  3  2  3  23  3  6  24  3  2  Political parties  5  28  2  2  8  1  12  14  3  7  6  2  Administration  Revenue   ------------Police  2  -4  -2  2  2  1  --3  -Farmers/their  families   -10  3  -3  --16  --2  -Human rights  -6  --3  1  -9  4  -1  -Protest by  farmers  associations   2  9  --2  --5  2  2  6  -Banks  ----1  2  -1  1  ---Media  -31  3  -11  -1  93  47  35  78  50  Others  1  6  --4  ------1  n=  34  110  14  5  36  9  38  142  63  68  99  55  N=  158  50  243  222   Table-10 shows the direction of treatment given to the coverage of subject categories. The Eenadu reported number of stories on the theme "Media" (93) unfavourably as compared to the Andhrajyothi (78). The Hindu and Andhrajyothi covered number of favourable (24each) news items on "Government", followed by Eenadu (23) . The English newspaper The Hindu covered more number of news items (28) on "Political parties". Similarly, the Telugu newspapers Eenadu covered more number of unfavourable news (16) , as compared to The Hindu (10) . The New Indian Express and Andhrajyothi (2). The Hindu gave more priority to the "farmers" association protests" (9) unfavourably news. -25  22  18  21  22  Others  -3  --1  ------1  n=  10  30  7  1  6  6  12  46  36  30  28  27  N=  47  13  94  85 The impact of the story in the news is more often determined by the photograph than the story itself. Because a photograph often affects a reader emotionally, more than words alone, pictorial evidence often have the weight on the established facts. For this reason, readers often get their first impression about a news story by looking at the photograph on the page. Thus, in the present study, the contents of photographs were analyzed to ascertain, how the newspapers had covered the farmers' suicides.
Out of a total of 239 photos, the highest number of photographs appeared in Eenadu (94) while Andhrajyothi (85), The Hindu (47) and The New Indian Express (13) came in the descending order. Interestingly, near half of the photographs in all the dailies were occupied with the theme "Media" (113). As regards the theme "Government" and "Political parties" received 40 and 39 photographs respectively. The Telugu newspaper Eenadu initiates to write some stories about farmer suicides.
In the process, Eenadu published 25 unfavourable photographs and 22 neutral photographs. Similarly, Andhrajyothi published 21 unfavourable photographs to the "Media" subject category. In the same manner, Andhrajyothi published 18 photographs favourable and 22 neutral. In these findings, the Andhrajyothi did not take any side.
Andhrajyothi published more number (9) of favourable photographs to the "Government" subject category. Eenadu and The Hindu published 6 each photograph to the subject theme. Whereas The Hindu covered more number (9) unfavourable photograph to the "Political parties". These photographs are strongly criticizing the Government attitude towards farmers" suicides. The Telugu newspaper Eenadu published more number (12) unfavourable photographs on the theme "Farmers and their family"s agony". This also highlights the Government policy failures.
In this research, the researchers find out the more number of stamp size photographs published by "Media" theme. The newspaper expressed much interest to publish positive coverage to the "Government". In recent days the Agriculturally related stories appear mostly under crime news. Other than crime news Agriculturally related news was unimpressive and less interesting.
Findings
The two Telugu newspapers Eenadu and
Andhrajyothi covered more number of news items than two English newspapers. 2. The English newspaper The New Indian Express did not give much importance to the farmer suicide issues.
